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This document describes concept of block splitting and how the CTM™ service handles it.
Q: What is block splitting and why is it posing a problem for CTM users?
A: The vast majority of trades match right away on CTM because the investment manager and the broker/dealer agree
on the shape of the block. Each party sends in a trade for the same number of shares and the trades match. Block
splitting occurs when the investment manager or hedge fund sends more than one block into CTM or OASYS for the
same trade.
For example, in a typical block split scenario, the following occurs:

However, if the investment manager sends in two blocks of 5K each against the broker/dealer’s 10K in CTM, the
blocks will not match:

They do not match because the shapes of the two sides are different and CTM requires both sides to agree on the
exact quantity of shares before it matches the trades.
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Block splitting has always existed in CTM but is increasingly problematic as clients migrate large US trade volume from
the OASYS™ service to CTM. OASYS doesn’t require block matching. On OASYS, the broker/dealer pulls in the
investment manager’s split trades and matches them against the order in their system. Broker/dealers have not
implemented this same local matching in CTM.
Q: Why do investment managers split blocks?
A: The shape of the investment manager’s trade can differ from the broker/dealer’s for a variety of reasons, such as:
l

l

l

l

The investment manager places an order for funds at Prime Broker A early on trade date at one price. Later, they
purchase more of the same security with the same broker/dealer for funds at Prime Broker B for a higher price. The
investment manager doesn’t want to disadvantage the first group with the higher average price and creates two
blocks with separate average prices. The broker/dealer aggregates this into one order.
The front office at the investment manager run different order systems and separately block trades as they flow down
into the middle office.
The investment manager has multiple analysts and portfolio managers placing orders, which are not netted prior to
sending to CTM.
The investment manager or hedge fund deploys an algorithm based on proprietary logic that takes into account a wide
range of factors including the financing arrangements with prime brokers and other costs that influence how it blocks
its trades.

Q: How common is block splitting?
A: Block splitting is a common industry practice on both CTM and OASYS. While it represents a minority of trades
overall, the majority of clients have some splitting occurrences.
Q: How are block-split unmatched trades currently handled in CTM?
A: Today, a broker/dealer and investment manager communicate about why trades are not matching using several
different methods. Investment managers can use Near Pair functionality or view counterparty allegements in the CTM
UI. Brokers can also view these counterparty allegements in the CTM UI.
Several investment managers, with large volumes of split blocks, send files to broker/dealers. The broker/dealers
analyze the investment manager's trades and submit the correct shaped trades into CTM. Very few broker/dealers have
the ability to respond to client allegements in a fully automated fashion.
Q: What is the role of BRMGs (Broker Matching Groups)?
A: The investment manager must identify the broker/dealer on each trade sent to CTM, but many investment managers
do not know the exact BIC (Business Identifier Code) for the broker/dealer. The investment manager often leverages a
BRMG, enabling the investment manager to send a trade to one broker/dealer group that corresponds to multiple
broker/dealer BICs.
An investment manager’s use of BRMGs exacerbates the resolution of block splitting behavior because broker/dealers
cannot see these blocks in CTM until after the trades match. While many investment managers use BRMGs,
broker/dealers have not built out functionality in their CTM implementations to receive and process block split
allegements.
To learn more about BRMGs, see the video What is a BRMG (Broker Matching Group)?.
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Q: Why is the issue of block splitting causing concern now?
A: While this challenge has existed for many years on CTM, the movement of US trades from OASYS to CTM and the
attendant workarounds such as investment managers sending files to broker/dealers apart from CTM, and using the
CTM UI, would have to expand greatly to accommodate the additional OASYS trade volumes on CTM. Understandably,
most investment managers don’t like the idea of expanding these manual workarounds and are looking for an automated
solution.
OASYS, unlike CTM, does not support BRMGs. OASYS investment managers send blocks and allocations to identify
the broker/dealer with an OASYS broker acronym. Over the years, dealers have enabled business logic to aggregate the
split blocks submitted by the investment manager to the order as they know it. This same logic build out for US trades
has not been implemented for trades on CTM.
Q: What is DTCC doing to address this problem in the Institutional Trade Processing (ITP) domain?
A: DTCC has developed a few ways to increase transparency to help alleviate this issue for CTM counterparties:
l

Increased block transparency: DTCC has been working with CTM broker/dealers over the last couple of years to
improve their visibility into client allegements. Product enhancements, when enabled, such as View Instructing Party
Alleged (VIPA) and View Only Broker (VOB), allow broker/dealers to see client allegements when the investment
manager is using a BRMG.
For more information, see View Only Broker Implementation Guide and Procedures.

l

l

Increased visibility into trade economics: CTM is phasing out the use of Hidden Fields where previously an
investment managers could their trade financials from broker/dealers.
Broker/dealers implementation of local block shaping on CTM: In the past, CTM broker/dealers haven’t
updated their CTM interfaces to view client allegements because they only required some trades to be visible to
them. Now that all trades are visible, the value proposition for broker/dealers is greatly enhanced. ITP is working with
approximately 15 Tier One broker/dealers on this approach and currently six of them are tracking to go live in Q2 with
local block shaping solutions.
In addition to achieving transparency into block allegements, broker/dealers will need to build out a process on CTM,
similar to what they have currently on OASYS, to match client trades to the orders in their booking system.

Related Documents and Training
For related documents and training in the DTCC Learning Center, go to Supporting US Trades.

Questions?
The DTCC Client Center provides general assistance and technical help. Visit www.dtcc.com/client-center to:
l
l
l

Enter a service request or check the status of an existing service request
Search the knowledge base
Obtain contact information
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